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Abstract  

Democratic transitions are an empirical minority of all major political transformations. 

Ongoing and completed democratic transitions of European policies will be on the focus of this 

paper. The biggest EU enlargement completed in 2004 and the last one in 2007 has been hailed 

as the most significant EU accomplishments. The most successful case of EU membership 

regarding the democratic consolidation has been that of the East and Central European 

countries. Their road toward an open market economy and liberalization of the political 

processes has been a very good example. The main aim of this article is to give an overview of 

the initial consequences of EU membership on democratic consolidation of new member state 

countries, especially during the first stages of the integration of the new member states. The 

first part of the paper introduces the European policies from the first enlargement until the most 

recent one. The second part is focused on dilemmas faced by the new member state countries. 

These dilemmas were connected to the difficulties faced by candidate countries during their 

integration process. The third part of the paper deals with the Western Balkans countries and 

their road towards EU membership.    

Keywords Transitional and consolidated processes, EU criteria, post Communist countries, 

East European countries.     

 

1. Introduction to European Policies. Their application in post-

communist countries. 

The EU enlargement began in 1973 when Denmark Ireland and United Kingdom joined the 

EU. It continued with Greece in 1981 and Portugal and Spain in 1986. However, the 

enlargement process for Austria, Sweden and Finland slowed a little bit because these countries 

entered in EU in 19951. The only country that applied in 1987 and till now is not part of EU is 

Turkey. At the end of 1980s, the policy of EU was “to deepen” rather than “to widen” the 

                                                 
1 www.europa.eu/enlargement/the -policy 
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European Economic Community. With the fall of the socialist camp in the Europe this policy 

of EU changed. After the Central European countries application for membership in the EU, 

another group of states aspired to join the EU. Since 1993, 12 more ‘candidate’ states began 

their pre-accession process for EU membership. In 2004, ten new states became members. 

Bulgaria and Romania joined in January 2007. Croatia is part of EU already. Turkey and 

Macedonia obtained the candidate status. Also Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Albania 

and Serbia are candidate countries. Which was the reason that the old communist countries 

decided to move to the capitalism regime and why they decided to become part of the EU? For 

the post communist countries at that time was very important their stability in the international 

level and also a direction that these countries should followed in order to develop their 

democracies. From the economic perspective, the free trade between the countries of Europe 

and the third parties could have continued. This form of collaboration could be more or less 

like a customs union between these parties. This kind of collaboration could damage the 

weakest party, and could destroy the industries of the latter. Why should the 15 EU member 

states decide to accept the east countries as part of the EU? Referring to the EU legal 

framework, the European Economic Community was open to the new member states. Article 

237 of EEC established that ‘The conditions of admission and the adjustment to the Treaty 

necessitated thereby shall be the subject of an agreement between the Member States and the 

Applicant State’. After 1989, the EU decided to change its attitude towards its enlargement 

process. The EU enlargement policy was leaded by expansion rules. The enlargement of EU 

could influence in security of the existing members. The reasoning of the creation of EU was 

still the same, only peace between the neighbors could guarantee prosperity and development. 

The economic reasons played their role too. An expanded market and new investments would 

stimulate economic growth and consequently employment and wealth in the common market. 

Below it is given an overview of the consequences of the initial phases of the integration 

processes of the Central, East European countries and Western Balkan countries. This 

comparison is made in order to identify which country has been more successful during the 

first steps of integration process.  

2. EU requirements and reforms undertaken by non member states for the 

fulfillment of EU criteria’s.   

The EU interest was in its enlargement policy. The only way to have a connection with the 

counties of the Eastern Europe was the economic cooperation. In order to proceed with their 

accession EU decided to negotiate individual agreements with these countries during their 

communist regime. The example of this relation was the agreement signed with Hungary 

(1988) and Poland and Soviet Union (1989). During the establishment of the democratic system 

the EU implemented “association agreements” in the countries of Eastern Europe. European 
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“association agreements” were important because they defined the states that the EU thought 

to be most compatible with a market economy and a pluralistic electoral democracy.  

The aim of the EU was to implement the first two free movements. Some clear obligations 

were established in June 1993 during the Copenhagen meeting of the European Council. They 

were called the “Copenhagen criteria”2. The applicant countries have to fulfill these criteria 

before membership. The major components were, stability of institutions: guarantee of 

democracy, rule of law, human rights; a functioning market economy; capacity to cope with 

competitive pressures and market forces within the Union; capacity to take on membership 

obligations (the acquis communautaire, economic and monetary union and political union).   

In 2003, the EU took a decisive step towards the enlargement process, launching the 

Thessaloniki Agenda for the Western Balkans (Stabilization and Association Process)3. During 

the EU enlargement process, all the countries applying for membership first should sat down 

their economies by orientated them towards a competitive system. However, not all of them 

have followed this goal at the same speed or to the same degree. A comparison of the 

improvement of economy for the Central and East European countries is given in Table A. 

In the table A are presented data of GDP in 2006. These data are compared with 100 in 1989. 

The average for all countries is 133; Referring to the table the country with the lower level of 

economic growth is Lithuania. After Lithuania it is ranked Latvia. The country with the larger 

economic growth is Poland and Slovenia. In general the countries of Central Europe have made 

a positive recovery. These countries towards their integration process were supported by the 

EU funds.  

Table A. Economic Growth  4 
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Table B evaluates the economic growth of the South and East European countries. The situation 

of these countries in the terms of economic growth is lower in comparison with countries of 

the table A. Romania (105) has the higher level of GDP (1989). 

                                                 
2 The right of non-member state nationals under the EU association agreement, A. E. Kellermann,  2009,  p. 3 
3www.consilium.europa.eu/ueDocs/cms_Data/docs/pressData/.../76201.pdf 
4 Post Communist States and the European Union Journal of Communist Studies and Transitional Policies, 

David Lane, 2007,  p. 11  Available from http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/13523270701674558 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/13523270701674558
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Table B. Economic Growth 

Referring to the Central and Eastern European Countries, their speed in integration processes 

regarding the respect of political rights, implementation of liberties, and fight against 

corruption was unexpectedly fast. The most important issue is that the implementation of rights 

and liberties in the new accession countries was notably respected. These rapid democratic 

gains stabilized at a high level that there were no significant setbacks to democracy in these 

leading countries5. Meanwhile the second group showed that they have been sliding back into 

authoritarianism.  

The freedom of speech has been violated, in certain cases. In this regard, several Media 

operators have been burned and destroyed. The fragile political stability has been replaced by 

tensions between the main political parties. Serious deficiencies have been observed during the 

elections, and required international standards have not been met in these countries. Despite 

these political and economic transitional problems, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, 

Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia (along with Cyprus and Malta) became new 

member states in 2004. Further on, Bulgaria and Romania joined EU in January 2007.  

 

3. Regional cooperation and general reforms 

 

The European Commission, through the 2015 Enlargement Strategy6, has reiterated that the 

countries of the Western Balkans, that wish to become part of the EU Enlargement, must fulfill 

some principles in the framework of the implementation of the reforms, such as: the rule of 

law, fundamental rights, strengthening of democratic institutions and public administration, 

economic development and competition. The results of the elections for the European 

Parliament in 2014 and the formation of the European Commission have influenced some 

changes in the EU Enlargement policy. This period has temporarily stopped the process of 

accepting new states and has influenced the growth of European skepticism. This course of EU 

                                                 
5 The EU membership, consolidation and quality of democracy in Central and Eastern Europe,  Grzegorz 

Ekiert, 2006, Centre for European Studies, p.10 
6 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and 

Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, “EU Enlargement Strategy”, Brussels, 2015 
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policy has directly affected the countries of the Western Balkans. The countries of the Western 

Balkans used main instruments7 in the EU membership process, such as:  

- Stabilization-Association Process,  

- Membership process,  

- Regional cooperation and  

- Free movement of citizens (without visas). Signatures of the SAA are all the countries of this 

region, such as: Croatia, Macedonia, Albania, Montenegro, Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovina and 

Kosovo. 

The warnings of the EU have made it known that during the mandate of the Junker 

Commission8 there will be no expansion with new member countries, while the readiness for 

new expansions is foreseen only in the next mandate. The priority of the EU, according to 

President Junker, remains the expansion with the candidate countries, which during the 

negotiation process give priority to the issues related to the rule of law, justice and fundamental 

rights. 

 

North Macedonia 

 

In 2001, after the signing of the SAA and its entry into force in 2004, Macedonia (or as it is 

officially known by the EU as the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia) became the first 

country in the Western Balkans to officially started the Stabilization and Association Process. 

However, due to the fact that this process has passed the previous period of its implementation, 

Macedonia can be considered as a country that has stalled within the EU membership process, 

also due to the fact that officially since 2005 it is a candidate country for membership. The 

main characteristics in the accession process, are determined by three specific issues, such as: 

state, national (ethnic) and religious identity. This country has manifested incompetence in the 

principle of democracy and the rule of law. This has been accompanied by the lack of 

compromise and political culture. The fragile political and inter-ethnic situation has influenced 

the deterioration of the situation, in general. The EU has continuously criticized the 

management of human resources, lack of reforms in the judiciary field and anticorruption 

field9. Among the main economic challenges remained the low competition of the private 

sector, the information economy, the increase in public debt, etc. These have affected the large 

                                                 
7 André De Munter, European Parliament, At your servile, Fact Sheets on the European Union, the Western 

Balkans, 2013 
8  Declaration of   the  President  of  European Commission on  13  September  2017,  see: European  

Commission, Western Balkans Enlargement: Common Destination, State of the Union 2017 
9 European   Commission   (2016),   The   former   Yugoslav   Republic   of   Macedonia   2016   Report, 

Communication  from  the  Commission  to  the  European  Parliament,  the  Council,  the  European  Economic 

and  Social  Committee  and  the  Committee  of  the  Regions,  2016  Communication  on  EU  Enlargement 

Policy, COM (2016) 715 final, SWD(2016) 362 final, Brussels, 9.11.2016,fq.4-5. 
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number of unemployed, mainly among young people. On 12 July 2022 the EU started the 

opening phase of accession negotiations with the North Macedonia10.  

 

Montenegro 

 

In 2006, it declared independence and separated from the Union of Serbia and Montenegro.   

Immediately after separation from Serbia, in 2007, it signed the SAA. Exactly two years after 

the declaration of independence, it applied for the status of a candidate country for EU 

membership (2008). The latter was quick and gave Montenegro the official status of a candidate 

country for membership in 2010. Also, two years later, in 2012, the EU opened the accession 

negotiations. Based on the implementation of the 2016 EU Enlargement Strategy, the main 

challenges faced by Montenegro and the other countries of the Western Balkans are mainly: 

the rule of law, fundamental rights, migration, the functioning of democratic institutions and 

reforms in the administration public, economy and regional cooperation11. The main interest 

for EU membership of this country is the separation of influence (inferiority) from Serbia due 

to the historical past. This secession was not easy for this country (coup attempt) with a 

Montenegrin majority population, around 45%. Therefore, the construction of governing 

institutions cannot be done without the participation of other ethnic groups. Consolidation of 

segments of political parties is also one of the main problems due to fragmentation in terms of 

identity, as a result of Serbian influence and their orientation in the political system. 

 

Serbia 

 

The issue of Serbia's membership in the EU is complicated, like that of other countries in the 

region. The complication in this case is the result of its historical past, warmongering, 

divisiveness, special relations and Russian influence etc. Serbia is considered the main 

producer of wars in the Balkans. In 2007, its policy paved the way for cooperation with this 

international tribunal, and as a result, talks on the SAA resumed. Thus, in 2008, the European 

partnership with Serbia was approved, on the basis of which the priorities related to its 

application for the status of a candidate country for membership were defined. Whereas, in 

2009, it submitted the request for the official application for obtaining the status of the 

candidate country, which was officially accepted by the EU in 2012. The SAA was signed in 

2008 and entered into force in 2013. A few months later after the entry into force of the SAA, 

                                                 
10 https://www.eeas.europa.eu/delegations/north-macedonia/intergovernmental-conference-accession-north-

macedonia_en?s=229 
11 Montenegro  2016  Report,  Communication  from  the  Commission  to  the  European  Parliament,  the 

Council,  the  European  Economic  and  Social  Committee  and  the  Committee  of  the  Regions,  2016 

Communication on EU Enlargement Policy, SWD (2016) 630 final, Brussels, 9.11.2016, pg. 3-8 
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the EU accepted the start of membership negotiations. However, the opening of negotiations 

went so slowly because of its territorial claim to other countries in the region, such as Kosovo 

and Bosnia-Herzegovina. 

A concern of the EU is Serbia's relationship with Kosovo. In fact, its progress in the European 

integration process was made precisely because of the beginning of the dialogue in Brussels 

between Serbia and Kosovo, in 2011. Despite the great commitment of the USA and the EU, 

the likelihood that Kosovo's sovereignty as a state of independence is difficult to be accepted 

by Serbia because of its obstructions that prevent Kosovo's membership in the UN12. Likewise, 

Serbia's relationship with Bosnia-Herzegovina due to the federal unit of Republika Srpska is 

another concern of the EU. The president of this Republic (Milorad Dodik) had several times 

declared that he would secede from Bosnia-Herzegovina to join Serbia, according to which this 

state is a failed international experiment13. A possible secession of this republic would create 

an open conflict with Bosnia-Herzegovina, taking into account the fragility due to the 

dominance of three different groups: Bosniaks, Serbs and Croats. The open problem between 

Serbia and Bosnia-Herzegovina is the result of the development of some relations between 

Serbia and Republika Srpska without considering Sarajevo as its capital. Between these 

countries there are still some unresolved issues, such as border demarcation, refugee status, 

pre-war property and war crimes cases. 

Albania  

It is generally accepted that democracy can be established and sustained only if there is a strong 

multiparty system and governments are accountable through regular and competitive elections. 

A strong party system and free and fair elections are the hallmarks of a stable democracy. As 

from March 1991 until now multiparty elections have been assessed by OSCE/ODIHR14. They 

have meet most of the international standards and have been improved over past practices. 

However, shortcomings were identified and a number of recommendations were made for 

future elections including addressal of the politicization of processes such as vote counting. 

OSCE/ODIHR has made several recommendations which have not been translated so far into 

a satisfactory electoral reform needed for upcoming elections. Another crucial point for 

Albania is the fight against corruption. It is evident in such areas as judiciary, compensation of 

property rights system of restitution and compensation of property rights and health sector15. 

Albania has been more successful in the fulfillment of economic obligations, in comparison 

with the political ones. It is important to stress that the macro policy during the last period has 

                                                 
12 Janusz  Bugajski, Return of the  Balkans: Challenges to European Integration and U.S. Disengagement, 

Strategic Studies Institute and U.S. Army War College Press, SSI, May 2013, II Serbian Aspiration, pg. 14 
13 Ibid, pg 27 
14 EU conditionality and public administration reform in the Western Balkans,  Anne H. Pettersen, 2010, p.12 
15 Analytic Report on Albania’s application for membership of the European Union, European Commission, 

2010,  p.9 
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been stable, and as a result the growth rates was 5% and activity remained positive. An 

important role it is given to privatization of public entities. Regarding the free movement of 

goods the market is mostly open. Another important step towards EU membership is the 

implementation of EU obligations. Since 2006, the agenda of every political party establishes 

the SAA implementation as the most important duty. In 2014 it officially became a candidate. 

So it took a long period of time from the application to receiving the official status of the 

candidate country. On 19 July 2022 the EU opened the accession negotiations with Albania16. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The big question is “Will EU continues its enlargement policy, or it will finish what has started, 

and that’s the end?” The policy of expansion and its implementation, especially towards 

countries with lower standards compared to the countries of central Europe, has brought 

dissatisfaction to the last mention countries. These grievances are related to political, economic 

and social issues. In the political aspect, the dissatisfaction is related to the loss of power of the 

founding countries, especially in case Turkey joins the EU. The high number of population of 

this country would disrupt the balance in decision-making process of the European Parliament. 

In economic terms, the immigration of workers will meet the labor market needs of the old 

member countries, but it will lower the standard of payments for the workers of the old member 

countries. Since the same work could be paid less the salaries of the workers in the old member 

states will not be the same after the enlargement. Expansion in the social aspect has brought its 

problems. The old member countries overestimate their values in relation to the new member 

countries. This overestimation influences in non integration of the workers of new members 

states in the social life of the old country members. The differentiation in the social aspect 

between these categories affects other areas such as the economic and political ones. EU itself 

is interested in a larger EU. Its expansion towards Western Balkan will help to keep a quite 

climate in the region. A good neighborhood only can help in the peace and harmony of the EU. 

Regarding the last enlargement process towards WB the candidate countries (especially in the 

Albanian and Macedonian case), it resulted that the EU offered a very gradual membership 

more than a privileged member. 
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